Who is “Techie” of the month?
Tech stocks lose their market-darling status

Apple will start charging for iTunes Radio

MIT Lab Produces Incandescent Lights Rivaling LEDs in Efficiency

D.C.’s ‘no fly zone’ for drones just got extended by 30 miles

Smart robots could soon steal your job

This anti-UAV octocopter uses a ballistic net cannon to disable smaller drones
TECH TIPS

What to do after support ends for older browsers

How to avoid identity theft in 2016

Weisman: Simple steps to foil an identity thief

Use Google Maps Without An Internet Connection

Jukebox Plays Music From Dropbox, No ITunes Required

These Secret Netflix Codes Can Reveal Tons Of Hidden Categories
Hisense takes aim at U.S. market with new 4K TV

Fujifilm Debuts 3 X-Series Mirrorless Cameras

Magnetic device lets smartphones test your blood

Bug forces smart thermostats offline

Apple's iPhone 7: Everything we know so far

You may be powerless to stop a drone from hovering over your own yard
Alvy Ray Smith III (born 8 September 1943) is a noted pioneer in computer graphics. He is cofounder, with Edwin Catmull, of the animation studio Pixar, financed by Steve Jobs. In 1965, he received his bachelor's degree in electrical engineering from New Mexico State University. He created his first computer graphic in 1965 at NMSU. In 1970 he received a Ph.D. in Computer Science from Stanford University, with a dissertation on cellular automata theory. From 1969 to 1973 he was an associate professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at New York University, under chairman Herbert Freeman, one of the earliest computer graphics researchers. He taught briefly at the University of California at Berkeley in 1974.

With Ed Catmull, Smith was a founding member of the Lucasfilm Computer Division, which developed computer graphics software, including early renderer technology. He and Ed Catmull co-founded Pixar on February 3, 1986. After the spinout from Lucasfilm of Pixar, financed by Steve Jobs (about 1991), he served on the board of directors and was executive vice president. According to the Steve Jobs biography iCon by Jeffrey S. Young and William L. Simon, Alvy Ray quit Pixar after a heated argument with Jobs over use of a whiteboard. It was an unwritten rule that no other than Jobs was allowed to use it, a rule Smith decided to break in front of everyone after Jobs went "total street bully" on him and they ended up screaming into each others' face "in full bull rage".
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Meets the third Wednesday of every month
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Grand Computers
(Click for Home Page)

Mission: The Grand Computers Club is run by Sun City Grand volunteer residents to support, train, and enhance the use of personal computers and related technology by all interested residents. We are here to help a beginner get started and an experienced user to advance their abilities.

New Technologies
Special Interest Group

The mission of the Sun City Grand Computers Club New Technologies Special Interest Group is to provide the club members with a forum for the open discussion of technologically advanced ideas and experiences.